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The Titanic & Complexity
More Titanic this month. And another new exercise I’ve been trying out in a number of
workshops this year. The aim being to connect the events surrounding the sinking of the
ship to the Complexity Landscape Model (CLM). The main idea being to help delegates
become more familiar with the Model. And to – hopefully – deliver the message that the
position of a system on the Landscape can be quite dynamic.
Where I’m at so far, when mapping the changes that might be occurring in a system, the
CLM requires users to pay particular attention to transitions from one zone to another.
One way of identifying these transitions is to think about step-changes in the environment.
Another involves thinking about how the system being considered makes step-changes to
respond to those environment shifts.
All of this, of course, requires that we first of all define what the ‘system’ is that we wish to
look at. A good way to make this decision is to think about the people brought together to
achieve a desired outcome. In the case of the Titanic that most likely means the Captain
and his crew. There’s nothing to stop us defining the system in other ways (‘the Titanic’ for
example), but defining it to incorporate the most relevant people is an effective means of
focusing on the ‘things’ we have the most control over. Had we chosen to define the
system in this case in another way, all it would do is alter some of the transitions when
they are drawn on the CLM. So long as we remain consistent with our definition
throughout the time journey we wish to model, experience says everything should work
out fine. The ultimate point being that we’re able to recognize where our system is on the
Landscape, and hence give ourselves the best opportunity to ensure we are using the
most appropriate management strategies commensurate with our prevailing position.
In terms of the time journey we’re interested in, as far as the Titanic exercise is concerned,
the best place to start – the place that requires the least amount of nugatory effort – is just
before the incident we are trying to explore. Which, for the Titanic, means our ‘normal’
daylight cruise condition. Plotted onto the CLM, this cruise state is best mapped as
position (1) in Figure 1:
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Figure 1: Titanic Cruising Towards New York
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Now, crewing an ocean-liner is in theory, I’m sure, not an easy task, but there is always a
strong desire to organize everyone so that everyone’s role is kept as simple as possible.
Consequently, when everything is operating to plan, we can make a fairly safe assumption
that the ship is operating in the Simple-Simple quadrant: it is being sailed within the tight
boundaries of its normal operating regime and everything is running smoothly. At this
point, the crew possesses the requisite level of capability to cope with everything a fineweather, day-time cruise condition has to offer, and so Point 1 is drawn above the Ashby
Line. The Titanic is sailing in the ‘Resilience Zone’.
The crew know that there are icebergs in the vicinity (the Captain had previously
requested the ship adjust to a more southerly course in order to avoid them, but had been
told that this would delay the arrival in to New York and that this was not good from a PR
perspective). Still nothing sub-normal is happening. But then night falls and visibility is
further reduced by fog. Then one of the sailors on watch-duty sees the iceberg. He informs
the crew on the bridge. Because of the reduced visibility, it is not clear that the Titanic has
enough turning margin to avoid collision with the iceberg. The situation has thus become a
Complicated one. The Captain instructs the ship to be slowed and to turn to avoid a
collision. In theory, the Complicated environment becomes matched by a set of what,
according to normal rules of engagement, could be seen as appropriate avoidance
actions. We are now at position (2) on the CLM:
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Figure 2: Titanic Watchman Spots The Iceberg

Unfortunately, it is not possible for the ship to avoid a collision with the iceberg. The
impact is such that, rather than being head-on, the iceberg scrapes along the side of the
ship and creates a number of long, thin holes along rivet seams. The holes breach five of
the watertight compartments. The ship was not designed for such a situation. Ironically, if
the ship had hit the iceberg head-on, the most likely outcome would have been a breach
of just the first compartment and the ship would not have sunk. At this point in time,
however, thanks to the scraping impact, a Complicated problem has just turned in to a
Complex one. If nothing changes, the ship will sink. The precise mechanism of the sinking
is at this stage very unpredictable. At point (3) on the CLM – Figure 3 – the crew is not
aware of anything other than the fact that the iceberg has scraped alongside their ship.
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We now have a Complex situation that the crew is seeing as one that is still Complicated.
The system has now dropped below the Ashby Line:
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Figure 3: The Titanic Hits The Iceberg

The Titanic slows past the iceberg and then comes to a stop as the Captain orders a
damage report. After a period of time, the architect being on board, it is determined that
the ship is in trouble and is indeed very sinkable. The Captain instructs that the ship be
abandoned. A series of Simple instructions now kick in: a mayday signal is transmitted,
crew are instructed to ready the lifeboats, first-class passengers are to be evacuated first,
followed by women and children. It is important in any kind of emergency situation to give
people simple instructions to follow. If those instructions, however, are incompatible with
the innate complexities of the situation, they will only serve to make matters worse.
Meanwhile, nothing has been done to remedy the overall situation regarding the water
pouring into the front five compartments of the ship. The Complex problem is becoming
more Complex by the minute and the whole situation dips further and further below the
Ashby Line to point (4) in Figure 4:
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Figure 4: The Instruction To Abandon Ship Is Given
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The crew, of course, have never properly trained for the situation they now find
themselves in. The ‘simple’ method of prioritizing how passengers are allocated places in
the lifeboats begins to collapse as progressively more and more passengers realise that
the ship is sinking. Order begins to break down. The band plays on, but it does not help.
Everyone now knows there is a problem, and no-one seems to have any idea what to do
other than begin to save themselves and their nearest and dearest. The ‘Simple’
instructions, being highly inappropriate now cause the system to collapse into Chaos, and
we hit position (5) on the CLM:
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Figure 5: Order Breaks Down

As the first five compartments of the Titanic take on more water, the stresses in the hull
build up. The watertight bulkheads don’t rise all the way to the top of the hull and so
eventually the water flows over the top of them and in to the rest of the hull. The water
enters the engine room and power is lost. The lights go out. Stresses continue to build and
eventually reach a critical level. The hull breaks apart. The crew ‘system’ is already in
Chaos, now the Titanic itself also becomes Chaotic and we hit position (6) on the CLM –
Figure 6:
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Figure 6: The Titanic Begins To Break-Up
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As the Titanic makes its still-accelerating plummet to the sea-bed, Chaos is now
everywhere. The system has already collapsed and now so has the surrounding supersystem. The rapid disappearance of the ship below the surface after its back is broken
means that this super-system chaos doesn’t prevail for long. While the ship is sinking, noone can have a clear view on how to save themselves. Once the ship has sunk, however,
and the surface of the sea is calm again, anyone that is still afloat now find themselves in
a changed regime. Like many instances where complex situation devolve into chaos, the
inherent instabilities are unable to sustain themselves for long periods of time. The chaotic
process of sinking is an inherently liminal event. Having sunk, the surrounding chaos at
sea-level subsides and we’re back to a complex world.
The ‘system’ is now in many ways a different system in that the ‘crew’ is in effect no longer
a crew any more The crew members on board lifeboats and afloat begin to realise that
they have survived. Panic subsides and it becomes time to make sense of the new
situation and what their new job is. I suggest – and I admit this is the most arguable of the
CLM trajectory descriptions of the Titanic sinking – that this new ‘system’ is ‘Complex’.
Surviving crews members have a need to make sense of their new situation. Now they are
merely humans with some nautical skills and so are forced to revert to the first principle
traits of any human: make sure everyone is okay, keep passengers calm, look for
survivors that might be in the water. This new world is shown as point (7) on the CLM:
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Figure 7: The Ship Gone, A New System Emerges

This emergent new system doesn’t have long to wait before rescue arrives. The Titanic’s
mayday signal was received by other ships, the closest of which was the Carpathia. The
Carpathia was approximately four hours away from the Titanic when it received the signal
and so the lifeboats don’t have too long to wait before rescue arrives. 706 of the 2224
people on board the Titanic are still alive at this point, 492 passengers and the 214 crew
members that make up our new system.
Once the Carpathia is on the scene, the Complex environment now becomes ‘merely’
Complicated. The Carpathia is, fortunately, another passenger-carrying steamship, but it is
fully laden and so the problem of sorting out food and accommodation for the 706 new
inhabitants has to be sorted out, not to mention having to deal with 706 traumatised and in
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many cases grieving people. The situation moves to position (8) – Figure 8 – and we’re
back above the Ashby Line:
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Figure 8: The Carpathia Arrives

Finally, as the Carpathia sets sail for New York, the situation returns to something like the
original position (1) state.
The point of all of this is that plotting events on the Complexity Landscape Model – ideally
for a live project situation rather than the sort of historical re-enactment described in this
article – is useful to let system leaders understand where they are such that they are given
the best opportunity to ensure their actions are appropriate to the prevailing context. Misdiagnosis of a situation – as happened on the Titanic after it hit the iceberg – can play a
significant role in determining whether the actions we instruct have a chance of making
things better. Or, as was the case on the night of 15 April, 1912, making them much
worse.
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Oblique StrateTRIZ

Cited as "portentous" and "thoroughly foreboding", "Sense of Doubt" is one of the darker tracks of
David Bowie’s 1977 Heroes album, with a descending four-note piano motif juxtaposed with "an
eerie synth line like a scrap of sound from a silent expressionist-era soundtrack". Brian Eno
suggested that the contrasting themes were the result of him and Bowie each following an Oblique
Strategies card to guide them in the track's overdubbing, Eno's directing him to "make everything
as similar as possible" and Bowie's to "emphasize differences".

We first wrote about Brian Eno and Peter Schmidt’s Oblique Strategies (Reference 1)
back in 2009 (Reference 2). Eno in particular – as described in the above quote – has
used the Strategies in a number of musical composition situations to break psychological
inertia and to create novel new sounds and structures. In this sense, the Strategies do a
similar idea-sparking job as is done by the TRIZ Inventive Principles. The aim of our 2009
article was to explore the amount of overlap between the list of Oblique Strategies and the
40 Principles. The answer was that there was a quite remarkable degree of alignment
between the two lists, with 39 of the 40 Principles being represented in some way or other
by at least one Oblique Strategy. Looking back now, with the benefit of ten years of
hindsight, looking at how we made some of our equivalence assessments, we were being
a little over-generous to Eno and Schmidt. What is still very clear is that there is nothing in
the Oblique Strategies hinting at a ‘41st’ Inventive Principle. Figure 1 updates the
alignment analysis and shows that 7 of the Inventive Principles have no meaningful
equivalent amongst the Oblique Strategies
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Figure 1: Mapping Between Oblique Strategies & TRIZ Inventive Principles
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One of the reasons for updating the analysis is that we now have a significant amount of
evidence to show that the more emotionally engaging the idea-sparking provocation
offered to problem solvers is, the more and better ideas they generate. We’ve been
encouraged to perform these kinds of experiment over the years thanks to a common
criticism of the 40 Inventive Principles (especially from newcomers) that the language they
contain is quite mechanistic and un-inspiring. The usual response when we hear these
words has been to shrug our shoulders and suggest people ‘get over it’. Politely, of
course. A significant proportion of people, however, still end up giving up rather than doing
what the Principles need us to do, which is to persevere.
We can see a similar finding in Reference 3, a rare paper in which an experiment was
conducted to try and compare different ideation strategies. In the Reference 3 case,
groups of users were given different types of solution-trigger to see the effect on the
number of ideas generated. The participants of the study were split into three groups, a
control group who received no solution-triggering stimulus, a group given a series of
random words as solution triggers, and a third group who were given a list of (S-Field
based) triggers. Each group was then given the same technical problem and asked to
generate solution ideas. Figure 2 reproduces the results of one of the main experiments:

Figure 2: Results Of Reference 3 Idea-Generation Experiment

In several ways, the experiment was biased to produce a result that favoured the third,
‘TRIZ-S-Field-trigger’ group. Firstly, it was a mechanical technical problem that was much
more amenable to an S-Field solution approach than, say, a more typical contradiction
problem. The problem needed a new ‘field’ and so unless you’d been given a
comprehensive list of fields, there was only so far you could go towards a breakthrough
solution. Secondly, the list of ‘random’ words, although, as it turns out, better than the
Inventive Principles (they were: Archaism, Right angle, Lotus eater, Emitter, Ozone,
Blowhole, Ball-and-socket-joint and Hanky-panky) in terms of provoking a useful boxescaping emotional response, were definitely not random.
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There’s little point arguing further over the design of the experiment. The authors got the
result they wanted for the purposes of writing their ‘isn’t TRIZ (‘aren’t S-Fields’) great’
conclusion. But, what Figure 2 also shows – unwittingly as far as the authors are
concerned, I suspect – is that the group given the random words generated more solution
ideas than the other two groups within the mechanical domain the problem was described.
The point of all of this is that the paper unwittingly demonstrated that giving problem
solvers more emotionally engaging solution triggers helped spark a greater number of
ideas than solvers given solution triggers that are not emotionally engaging. This fact is
something, I think we can safely say, that was at the forefront of Peter Schmidt and Brian
Eno’s minds when they were putting together their list of Oblique Strategies. If nothing
else, they are engaging. Firstly thy are slightly ‘odd’ – so our brain has to do some work to
work out what they might mean – and secondly they are designed, once a person has
made an interpretation of what they might mean, to sound and feel quite counter-intuitive.
Both are perfect as far as helping to provoke users to think out of their current box.
The only ‘problem’ with the original Oblique Strategies cards, then, is that they don’t fully
cover the full range of solution possibilities as determined by the TRIZ Inventive Principles.
Enter ‘Oblique StrateTRIZ’ our new deck of cards – Figure 3 – designed to combine the
best of both TRIZ and Oblique Strategies worlds – covering all of the potential solution
territory described by the 40 Principles, and containing the sort of emotion-triggering
responses that the Oblique Strategies cards were designed to provoke.

Figure 3: Example Oblique StrateTRIZ Playing Cards

The cards are being issued as a second set in the TRIZmeta playing cards we launched at
the end of last year. The connection to TRIZmeta means that the new Oblique StrateTRIZ
cards can be used in three ways:
1) As normal 52-card-deck playing cards
2) As a version of the TRIZmeta meta-game – where the cards collectively form a set
of ‘rules for breaking rules’ in any other board game, online-game or sport as a set
of players may wish to evolve
3) As a series of ‘random word’ triggers that can be used by problem-solvers of all
descriptions as and when they are looking for provocations to help them get ‘out of
the box’ and into productive new solution domains.
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The new decks will be available at the SI online shop from early December.
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Not So Funny – Exaptation

Certain thought leaders operating in adjacent spaces to ‘innovation’ have managed to
cause a deal of confusion in recent months using the word ‘exaptation’ and suggesting it is
in some way the main mechanism through which innovation happens. The evidence, on
the other hand – far be it from ‘thought leaders’ to get their hands dirty and actually do
some research – shows that exaptation is a minor contributor to the overall story.
Exaptation solutions, it turns out, account for something like 1.5% of all innovations.
Admittedly, when a solution developed to deliver one function gets ‘exapted’ to fill another,
it is almost always intriguing. Which tends to make them more visible to the nonresearching thought leader than the other 98.5% of innovations. In that sense, too, a
deliberate search for re-purposed solutions ought to be relatively easy to do. Turns out it
was…
…multiple examples of exapted computer cabinets. Here are a couple of favourites:

These examples are about a solution being re-purposed to solve a variety of different
problems. Turning this around the other way, also quite visible are single problems that
are able to be solve by re-purposing a variety of different solutions. For some reason,
dogs tend to be a common recipient. Welcome to your new house, Rover…
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Heading back in the other direction, the world is currently overflowing with redundant CDs
and CD cases. Worry no more, exaptation to the rescue…

And, back the other way again, cycling…

Meanwhile, here’s one I’m quite tempted by:

And there’s a ready supply of discarded ones at my local boating lake. Perfect.
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Okay, now a complementary pair of dry-to-wet and wet-to-dry exaptations…

This exaptation lark is starting to look easy now….

…okay, I take it all back. Forget all that contradiction solving, exaptation rules.
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Patent of the Month - Shoelace

A really simple one this month. Shoelaces. One of the true orphans of the innovation
world. A product that has seemingly been around forever, and yet never changes. One
reason for the lack of change might be that humanity hit upon the perfect solution a long
time ago and therefore there was no need for change. Another is that no-one spent any
time thinking about it. Enter French inventor, Sylvain Creton, who had US10,470,523
granted on November 12, and clearly did spend some time thinking about it. Here are
some of the problems he managed to uncover:
Whether in the context of a sport practice or of a daily use, people tend to tighten the shoelaces of
their shoes too much in particular in order to feel an accentuate holding of the foot. Furthermore,
during a physical effort, such as running or walking, the foot swells naturally inside the shoe, by
blood inflow, and the foot therefore becomes tightened too much by the shoelace.
Still, shoelaces tightened too much on a foot, whether because of a too strong initial tightening or
because of a subsequent swelling of the foot, result in numerous annoyances.
The compression of the foot by a shoelace tightened too much may result in a compression of the
blood and nerve vessels, with several negative consequences: heavy legs sensations, pins and
needles sensations, tingling, pains at the calves, cramps, tears, sprains or contractures.
Furthermore, a shoelace tightened too much also prevents the foot arches from moving freely and
results in hindering the movement of the foot during an activity.
In addition, a too tightened shoelace tends to rigidify the shoe, with as a potential consequence a
Morton neuroma. This neuroma, also called the Morton's disease , is a very painful affection which
touches the interdigital nerve of the foot because of a too tightened foot.

Who knew?
Having identified the problem, it is easy to see there is a physical contradiction: we need
our shoelaces to be both tight and loose. Current shoelace designs, of course, only seek
to solve the problem using a classic trade-off strategy: we all fasten our shoes with what
we feel as the ‘right’ level of tightness, and then put up with any subsequent discomfort, or
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periodically re-tie the laces to re-adjust the tension. From the contradiction perspective,
meanwhile, the problem looks like this:

BECAUSE
secure fitting
of shoe

healthy, safe
feet

AND

avoid stressing
foot during
motion

tight

AND

loose

REQUIRES
Which, if we look at the conflict part of the story – the middle column of the Bubble Map –
tells us we have a Force-versus-Stress conflict. Map that onto the Contradiction Matrix
and we find:

And if we look at Monsieur Creton’s solution, we see a lovely example of Principle 9 (Prior
Counteraction), with maybe a bit of Principle 12 (Equi-potentiality) thrown in for good
measure:
A shoelace for a shoe, formed of a band without envelope or sheath around the band, wherein
said band is an elongate elastic band entirely made of silicone, said band having elastic properties
according to which, by selecting at least one segment in a section of said band, said segment
having a constant cross-section and a length at rest of 5.0 centimeters, when said segment is
stretched until reaching a stretched length of 10.0 centimeters and then released, said segment
contracts and reaches a first released length comprised between 5.6 and 7.0 centimeters after a
first time comprised between 0.1 and 1 second after the release, and reaches a second released
length comprised between 5.0 and 5.6 centimeters after a second time comprised between 15 and
25 seconds after the release, wherein said first released length and said second released length
are associated to said section.
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Pre-tension and then have a material that gradually relaxes by a certain amount. Not
perfect by any means, but a lovely illustration of an elegant solution to a contradiction that
has always been there, but we only just realized it was a contradiction. Lots and lots of
untapped potential still left in this one, if any reader wants to evolve the US10,470,523
solution to the next level. Feels like rich territory to me… also nice and easy to prototype
your solutions… I smell a start-up opportunity…
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Best of the Month – The Basic Laws Of Human Stupidity

Easiest decision of the year. The original version of Carlo Cipolla’s mini-masterpiece was
privately published in 1976. Then it saw an Italian translation in 1988. Then it became a
hidden best-seller, with over half a million copies cold in ten different language editions.
Now, it gets the limelight it always deserved, with a new edition containing a foreword by
the inimitable, Nassim Nicholas Taleb.
The book’s 78 pages are easily readable while sitting in a bath. Without, as it turned out in
my case, needing to top up the hot-water more than once. The lessons it teaches, I
suspect, will last a lifetime. No wonder Taleb was happy to put his name to it. Never has
so much been said about the state of the world in so few words. It is quite simply an
insight jamboree.

gain

Intelligent

Stupid

Bandit

OTHERS

Helpless

lose

The world contains four kinds of people: Stupid, Intelligent, Helpless & Bandits. Five if you
split the bandits into stupid and intelligent varieties:

loses

gains
SELF
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Cipolla doesn’t dare quantify the ratio of Stupid people in life (Rule 1 kind of says whatever
number you pick, will be an under-estimate, so I guess he’s allowed not to), but he does
give the world a cunning new definition for the word: its people who create harm for others
without benefiting themselves.

Best of all, you can read the book for free here: http://harmful.cat-v.org/people/basic-lawsof-human-stupidity/. If you want the (3-page) Taleb Foreword, you pay money. Either way,
you need this book in our life.
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Wow In Music - Teardrops

"Teardrops" is a song on Womack & Womack's fourth studio album, Conscience (1988).
The songwriters were listed as Womack & Womack, a pseudonym of Cecil and Linda
Womack, who also served as the producers of the track alongside Island Records head
honcho, Chris Blackwell. Released as the album's lead single during the third quarter of
1988, it charted highly around the world, reaching number one in the Netherlands, number
two in Australia, Germany and Switzerland, and number three in the UK. In 1993, Elton
John and k.d. lang covered the song for John's album Duets. In 1998, British group
Lovestation covered the song, and later, German pop band No Angels and Australian
singer Kate Alexa released their own cover versions as singles in 2007 and 2008,
respectively. In 2002, Lulu and Elton John covered the song for Lulu's album Together. In
2009, the Sugababes re-recorded the track for the 50 Years of Island Records
compilation. It has also been covered by The xx in 2009, on a bonus disc with their debut
album xx, as well as by British singer Joss Stone who included the track on her 2012
album The Soul Sessions Vol. 2. In 2011, the song was covered by Cliff Richard and
Candi Staton for Richard's Soulicious album and by Roosevelt in 2016. The song, in other
words, has, ever since its first release, found itself amongst an exclusive list of classic
songs. Why might this be?
Well, the first thing you register is the bassline. That familiar thrum of funk that's become
instantly recognisable, almost ubiquitous. Then, the steady beat of percussion as the keys
begin their ascent, brushed by the slightest hint of a backing vocal like lips to an ear. It's
an intro that engulfs you. It leaks out of the radio you'd casually switched on, and
somehow seeps into you, circulating around your body as you wait impatiently at its edges
to jump off into the rest of the song, enticed by the promised gratification of singing along.
That bassline again. The keys brighten. And then, right on cue, Linda Womack's voice
cuts through, rising above everything:
"Whenever I hear goodbye, reminds me, baby, of you.
I break down and cry. Next time I'll be true."
They're sad words that communicate pain and loss: I break down and cry. It's not an easy
sentiment, yet it's expressed against an instrumental that feels (Principle 37) optimistic –
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gloriously so – and doesn't coalesce with the rawness of what's actually being said.
Funnily enough, this sad-happy combination can be seen to be going through a
widespread phase today, almost 30 years later.
Maybe more than ever, pop artists today are occupying the headspace we're invited into
on songs like "Teardrops": there's a type of emotional discomfort between lyrical content
and musical form that has become a crucial technique for some of our most bold pop
musicians, from Lorde to Paramore, via Charli XCX and Bleachers. And it's made for
some of the best pop I've heard in ages. Though I'm under no illusions that "Teardrops"
was the first song to give us lows in the vocals and soaring highs on the backing track
(that would ignore a big slice of the Motown Records catalogue for starters, so please
don't write to me to complain), I mention it here because the mood it emits with such an
obvious combination of heartbreak and euphoria just feels especially relevant to 2019's
pop landscape.
If the verses are good, the chorus is sublime. It serves as a release to the tension the
verse was invisibly serving to build up. There’s another Principle 12 masterclass in action
again. Compounded after 2minutes 10seconds when the chorus repeats its final ‘every
tune’ refrain (Principle 1), combined with a distinct shift in the hi-hat from playing
semiquavers/16th notes to a space-giving quaver/8th note pattern (Principle 2). This really
opens up the arrangement and allows the song to enter a killer middle 8 where the vocal
also shifts perspective (another example where the middle 8 reveals the real meaning of
the song) to reflect on the time spent with the lost love. And then we’re back to a final
verse and then another outing for the chorus. A Principle 3 rollercoaster of an ending.
Three different melodies that combine to make a sum greater than the parts. Borderline
genius.
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Investments – CO2 Concentrator

A new way of removing carbon dioxide from a stream of air could provide a significant tool
in the battle against climate change. The new system can work on the gas at virtually any
concentration level, even down to the roughly 400 parts per million currently found in the
atmosphere.
Most methods of removing carbon dioxide from a stream of gas require higher
concentrations, such as those found in the flue emissions from fossil fuel-based power
plants. A few variations have been developed that can work with the low concentrations
found in air, but the new method is significantly less energy-intensive and expensive, the
researchers say.
The technique, based on passing air through a stack of charged electrochemical plates, is
described in a new paper in the journal Energy and Environmental Science, by MIT
postdoc Sahag Voskian, who developed the work during his PhD, and T. Alan Hatton, the
Ralph Landau Professor of Chemical Engineering.
The device is essentially a large, specialized battery that absorbs carbon dioxide from the
air (or other gas stream) passing over its electrodes as it is being charged up, and then
releases the gas as it is being discharged. In operation, the device would simply alternate
between charging and discharging, with fresh air or feed gas being blown through the
system during the charging cycle, and then the pure, concentrated carbon dioxide being
blown out during the discharging.
As the battery charges, an electrochemical reaction takes place at the surface of each of a
stack of electrodes. These are coated with a compound called polyanthraquinone, which is
composited with carbon nanotubes. The electrodes have a natural affinity for carbon
dioxide and readily react with its molecules in the airstream or feed gas, even when it is
present at very low concentrations. The reverse reaction takes place when the battery is
discharged – during which the device can provide part of the power needed for the whole
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system – and in the process ejects a stream of pure carbon dioxide. The whole system
operates at room temperature and normal air pressure.
"The greatest advantage of this technology over most other carbon capture or carbon
absorbing technologies is the binary nature of the adsorbent's affinity to carbon dioxide,"
explains Voskian. In other words, the electrode material, by its nature, "has either a high
affinity or no affinity whatsoever," depending on the battery's state of charging or
discharging. Other reactions used for carbon capture require intermediate chemical
processing steps or the input of significant energy such as heat, or pressure differences.
"This binary affinity allows capture of carbon dioxide from any concentration, including 400
parts per million, and allows its release into any carrier stream, including 100 percent
CO2," Voskian says. That is, as any gas flows through the stack of these flat
electrochemical cells, during the release step the captured carbon dioxide will be carried
along with it. For example, if the desired end-product is pure carbon dioxide to be used in
the carbonation of beverages, then a stream of the pure gas can be blown through the
plates. The captured gas is then released from the plates and joins the stream.
In some soft-drink bottling plants, fossil fuel is burned to generate the carbon dioxide
needed to give the drinks their fizz. Similarly, some farmers burn natural gas to produce
carbon dioxide to feed their plants in greenhouses. The new system could eliminate that
need for fossil fuels in these applications, and in the process actually be taking the
greenhouse gas right out of the air, Voskian says. Alternatively, the pure carbon dioxide
stream could be compressed and injected underground for long-term disposal, or even
made into fuel through a series of chemical and electrochemical processes.
The process this system uses for capturing and releasing carbon dioxide "is revolutionary"
he says. "All of this is at ambient conditions – there's no need for thermal, pressure, or
chemical input. It's just these very thin sheets, with both surfaces active, that can be
stacked in a box and connected to a source of electricity."
"In my laboratories, we have been striving to develop new technologies to tackle a range
of environmental issues that avoid the need for thermal energy sources, changes in
system pressure, or addition of chemicals to complete the separation and release cycles,"
Hatton says. "This carbon dioxide capture technology is a clear demonstration of the
power of electrochemical approaches that require only small swings in voltage to drive the
separations."
In a working plant – for example, in a power plant where exhaust gas is being produced
continuously – two sets of such stacks of the electrochemical cells could be set up side by
side to operate in parallel, with flue gas being directed first at one set for carbon capture,
then diverted to the second set while the first set goes into its discharge cycle. By
alternating back and forth, the system could always be both capturing and discharging the
gas. In the lab, the team has proven the system can withstand at least 7,000 chargingdischarging cycles, with a 30 percent loss in efficiency over that time. The researchers
estimate that they can readily improve that to 20,000 to 50,000 cycles.
The electrodes themselves can be manufactured by standard chemical processing
methods. While today this is done in a laboratory setting, it can be adapted so that
ultimately they could be made in large quantities through a roll-to-roll manufacturing
process similar to a newspaper printing press, Voskian says. "We have developed very
cost-effective techniques," he says, estimating that it could be produced for something like
tens of dollars per square meter of electrode.
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Compared to other existing carbon capture technologies, this system is quite energy
efficient, using about one gigajoule of energy per ton of carbon dioxide captured,
consistently. Other existing methods have energy consumption which vary between 1 to
10 gigajoules per ton, depending on the inlet carbon dioxide concentration, Voskian says.
The researchers have set up a company called Verdox to commercialize the process and
hope to develop a pilot-scale plant within the next few years, he says. And the system is
very easy to scale up, he says: "If you want more capacity, you just need to make more
electrodes."

Read more:
Sahag Voskian, T. Alan Hatton. Faradaic electro-swing reactive adsorption for CO2
capture. Energy & Environmental Science, 2019; DOI: 10.1039/C9EE02412C
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Generational Cycles – Kids These Days

Scientists. Don’t you just love them. Especially the ones that have specialized in one
domain their whole career. The ones that, to compound the dysfunction, have also been
taught that life is about trade-offs and compromises and design their research accordingly.
A good example, passed on to us by a vigilant ezine reader, is to be found in a paper
called ‘Kids These Days…’ in Science Advances (Reference 1). Here’s the paper’s
summary:
In five preregistered studies, we assess people’s tendency to believe “kids these days” are
deficient relative to those of previous generations. Across three traits, American adults (N = 3458;
Mage = 33 to 51 years) believe today’s youth are in decline; however, these perceptions are
associated with people’s standing on those traits. Authoritarian people especially think youth are
less respectful of their elders, intelligent people especially think youth are less intelligent, and wellread people especially think youth enjoy reading less. These beliefs are not predicted by irrelevant
traits. Two mechanisms contribute to humanity’s perennial tendency to denigrate kids: a personspecific tendency to notice the limitations of others where one excels and a memory bias
projecting one’s current qualities onto the youth of the past. When observing current children, we
compare our biased memory to the present and a decline appears. This may explain why the kids
these days effect has been happening for millennia.

The good side of these kinds of trade-off-blinkered papers is they kept somebody busy for
a few months. The bad side is they contain zero insight and as a consequence waste
everyone else’s time. Older generations look down on younger generations. They always
have and they always will. Because we’re, all of us, great big bundles of quirks and
biases. The same quirks and biases. Right. Thanks for that information, Sherlock.
Some things in life happen ‘universally’, some things in life happen ‘uni-directionally’, and
some behave in an oscillatory fashion. Sometimes, when we’re dealing with complex
systems all three behaviours can be observed at the same time. Which is a problem when
we’re trying to make sense of what’s going on in order to make better decisions about
what to do in the future.
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‘Universal’ things are ‘universal’ for as long as the first-principles from which the
behaviours emerge remain in place. This is why it is so important to understand systems
at the first principle level. So long as Autonomy-Belonging-Competence-Meaning (ABC-M)
continue to be the first principle drivers of human emotions, older generations will continue
to look down on younger generations. That’s basically what the referenced ‘kids these
days’ paper has unknowningly tapped into. Pity they didn’t try and understand the world
from this first principle perspective before they started their ‘research’.
‘Uni-directional’ things, not entirely independently of ‘universal’ things, tend to be found
more in the technological world. The TRIZ Law of Increasing Ideality, for example, is a
first-principles-based evolution trajectory. Moore’s Law could be seen as another (manmade) trajectory. No chip manufacturer is likely to re-install equipment to make 180nm
scale MOSFET manufacturing capabilities once they’ve mastered 7nm scale. Similarly, no
one would expect battery technology to start making ‘worse’ batteries and have any kind
of long-term commercial success as a result.
And then we get oscillatory patterns. Like Strauss & Howe’s generation model. Some
generations over-nurture their kids, others do the opposite. There’s no absolute rule that
says this has to be the case, but so long as society fails to solve the under-over nurture
contradiction, the oscillatory pattern will continue to be observable.

look up

ARTISTS

HEROES

look down

CHILD ON PARENT

Every older generation looks down on younger ones. That’s a universal. Every teenager at
some point dislikes their parents and their parent dislikes them. That’s another universal.
One that forms a part of the natural trajectory of transitioning from childhood to become a
fully-functioning member of adult society. There comes a point where an individual needs
to leave the nest. But then, after these universals are taken out of the equation, not every
parent looks down on their offspring. Some do and some don’t. Ultimately whether a
parent does look up to or down at their precious young teenagers depends on how their
parents raised them. And that’s where we start to see an oscillatory pattern. One that
looks something like this:

PROPHETS

NOMADS

look down

look up

PARENT ON CHILD
Prophet generations (e.g. Baby-Boomers) tend to very clearly look down on their
(‘slacker’) kids. When Prophets grow up, they don’t have much respect for their (‘weak,
indecisive’) parents either. Which puts them in the bottom left quadrant of the 2x2.
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Next in the cycle, Nomad generations (e.g. GenX) reciprocate the disrespect of their
parents that their parents showed to them, but, having tended to have raised their own
kids very differently to the way they were raised, difficult ‘teenage escape years’ aside
tend to look up to their offspring.
This gives us the Hero generation (e.g. GenY, Millennials). They tend to view their parents
positively, and also tend to see their own offspring in a similarly positive light. Albeit for
different reasons than their parents did.
Which then leaves the Artist generations (e.g. Silent generation and the just starting to
come of age, GenZ’s), who tend to look up to their parents (albeit somewhat fearfully!), but
will come to look down on their (out-of-control, narcissistic) Prophet-offspring.
And so the oscillatory cycle continues. Until such times as society solves the (nurture)
contradiction.
All of which suggests a new rule for the scientists: no funding for new experiments unless
you can demonstrate a first-principle understanding of how the world works. And that you
pose a research questions around a meaningful contradiction. Something that might
actually deliver some kind of actionable insight. Call it a first-principle re-invention of
academia. Simple.

Reference
1) Protzko, J., Schooler, W., ‘Kids these days: Why the youth of today seem lacking’,
Science Advances 16 Oct 2019: Vol. 5, no. 10, eaav5916 DOI:
10.1126/sciadv.aav5916
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Biology – Skin

I always figured the wrinkled fingertips I acquired after spending too long in the bath was
either a design flaw or a feedback loop to tell me to get out of the water rather than a
feature. Turns out I was wrong. When our hands get wet, our ability to grip things gets
impaired. This is a compatibility-versus-force problem. Which, the Contradiction Matrix
tells us gets solved the most frequently using the following Inventive Principles:

And there, in fourth place, sits Principle 3, Local Quality. Otherwise known as the ‘add
wrinkles’ strategy. Simple when a few hundred thousand years’ worth of evolution works it
out for us.
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“If you’re purely after facts, please buy yourself the phone directory of Manhattan. It has
four million times correct facts. But it doesn’t illuminate.”
Werner Herzog

CORRECT
“There are deeper strata of truth in cinema, and there is such a thing as poetic, ecstatic
truth. It is mysterious and elusive and can be reached only through fabrication and
imagination and stylization.”
Werner Herzog

News
TrenDNA
It looks like we’re down to our last 5 copies of the TrenDNA card-sets. We will not be reprinting these cards in the future (new editions will be ebook only), so this is the last
opportunity to get your hold on what seems to have already become something of a
collector’s item in the TRIZ world. First come, first served.
Vilnius
In addition to teaching a two-day SI workshop to the MBA students at ISM University in
Vilnius on 21 and 22 February, we will also be giving an evening lecture on Thursday 20th.
The subject will be, ‘VUCA Innovation: How To Win In A World Surfing The Edge Of
Chaos’.
Oblique StrateTRIZ Cards
We are happy to announce the impending launch of the second in the series of TRIZmeta
cards. As described in this month’s second article, in addition to functioning as a standard
deck of playing cards, and a new version of the meta-game idea, the new edition
represents an homage and TRIZ-ification of the Oblique Strategies cards made famous by
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Peter Schmidt and Brian Eno. Again featuring the amazing artwork of Blandine Anderson,
the new cards will be available to purchase from the SI shop from early next month.

RDI Hub
We are very excited to announce that Darrell will be conducting the first CEO workshop at
the newly commissioned Innovation Hub in county Kerry, Ireland. The Hub is found in one
of the most beautiful spots on the planet, just outside Killorglin. The date is looking like 24
January. More details no doubt in next month’s ezine. In the meantime, check out the RDI
Hub website (rdihub.com) for a first taste of what looks set to be an amazing journey.
New Projects
This month’s new projects from around the Network:
Education – Innovation Strategy Workshops
Construction – Contradiction Solving Project
Fintech – Innovation Capability Workshop
Mining – Complexity Management Strategy Project
Food – PanSensic Dashboard
Rail – Innovation Commercialisation Project
Healthcare – IP Generation Project
Automotive – Process Breakthrough Workshops
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